Polaris Grey™

Perfect for fine-stranded wire.

Connect, disconnect, and reconnect with ease when you use Polaris Grey™ for your fine-stranded, flexible, and extra-flexible copper cable connections. Motor replacement and maintenance have never been this simple; strip the cable upon installing, and never strip again. No need to replace the wire because you had to cut off the connector. Polaris Grey™ unique sleeve makes the connection as reliable as a compression connection, but so much easier! Polaris Grey™ has the same exceptional features as original Polaris (black) with the unique ability to connect and terminate fine-stranded cables easily and safely whenever maintenance or replacement is required. For copper cables only, Polaris Grey™ is abrasion and chemical resistant, cold temperature rated to 45°C, rated 600V, 90°C, and three sizes cover 14 to 3/0 AWG. Its reuseability makes perfect for cabletrays, troughs, wireways, raceways, ducts, and motor junction boxes. UL listed for use with fine-stranded, flexible, and extra-flexible copper cables.

...a reliable connection.